
GROW TEAM—HIGHLIGHTS OF GENERAL MEETING ON 9/24/17—6th REGULAR MEETING 
OF GROW TEAM SINCE JANUARY 2017 (And, many thanks to Lynne for lunch!) 

• Attending the meeting were: Valda, Jeff, Harry, Erin, Sharon, Robin Rock, Robin Harp, & Dennis 
and special guests Cherry Morgan and Nate Abrams.     Several handouts were distributed at the 
meeting, and all handouts were later Emailed (9/26) to all members. The handouts are not included 
here.  

• COMPLETED PROJECT—we discussed the recently concluded Sticky Faith 5-session DVD 
Training, including general comments and feedback, survey results, and possible follow-on 
projects. Comments were very positive, and thanks to everyone (Grow Team members and non-
Grow Team members) for their hard work on this project. Robin reported that in her opinion, there 
was noticeable positive spillover from the attendance at the sessions, including increased attendance 
at elementary SS and general attendance elsewhere. The Grow Team stressed the importance and 
timeliness for follow-on work in this area, including a second phase session or two on SF and 
starting the Youth-Adult mentoring program. Dennis will meet with Janice and talk with the non-
Grow team members of the planning team to come up with some specific ideas on follow-on 
sessions. The status of the Youth-Adult mentoring program is discussed below.   

• ONGOING PROJECT—Valda presented a report on the Birthday Cards for Elementary Age 
Children project (Birthday Card Brigade). Results are excellent; 6 signers on a weekday at 
noontime and 7 signers at a Wednesday night supper, both during August (for September through 
January birthdays); the next signing days will likely be in October. Valda will make the "release" 
schedule for the cards ~2 weeks or more before the actual birthdays. Erin volunteered to help Valda 
with creating more manageable Excel files with the addresses. Jeff suggested using USPS birthday 
stamps and will provide some to Valda. Valda will advise as more stamps are needed, and we will all 
help get them. Carole Jenkins is continuing to do her great and generous work on hand made cards. 
Robin will continue to assist with keeping the list current.  

• NEW PROJECT UNDERWAY—discussion took place on the need for a Birthday Cards for 
Youth project, similar to the Birthday Card Brigade above and the need for a leader for this. With 
her usual amazing spirit, Valda volunteered to lead this effort, as well. (Bless you, Valda!) Her plan 
will likely be to have the Youth card signings at the same times as the elementary children card 
signings, with 2 different tables. It was clarified that: a) this is in addition to the (Email) birthday 
greetings that John Cowden sends to choir Youth; and b) that these birthday cards will be sent to all 
Youth, regardless of whether they are in choir or not. Sharon volunteered to help Valda get the initial 
list of Youth names and addresses and birthdates and to help keep it current.  

• NEW PROJECT UNDERWAY—Cherry presented orally and in written form her plan to lead the 
College Age Young Adults project. The Grow Team celebrated and applauded Cherry and the plan. 
Based on earlier, detailed discussions with Joya, the first steps will be to engage adult SS classes for 
sending of cards/Emails (3-5 college age young adults per SS class) and the Valentine's Day gift 
box; Joya recommended holding off for now on space for a College Age Young Adults class. There 
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are still details to work out and there is a lot of leg work to energize the adult SS classes, and Cherry 
will form a special planning group within the next couple of weeks to get this done. Cherry will 
include in the special planning group these who have already volunteered to be a part of it: Harry, 
Sharon, Dennis, and Joya. Let's help Cherry get this going, please! 

• PROJECT IN FINAL PLANNING—On behalf of Bill, Sharon reported that the Youth-Adult 
Mentoring project is on hold; no further details were provided.  

• POTENTIAL PROJECT—Drum circles/Decatur Square—no report; Bill at a Youth Service Day. 

• OVERALL ELEMENTARY AGE MINISTRY REPORT—Robin provided a brief summary of all 
the good work that is going on in this ministry, past, present, and upcoming. For the Fall Festival, 
some improvements and enhancements will be taking place, including no Trick or Treat, less candy, 
possible fund raising activity, a possible outreach activity with Laura Rappold's help, and a different 
approach to decorations and volunteering. Robin and her several teams are also instrumental in the 
upcoming Parent's Night Out and in supporting activities of the Special Needs team headed by Clair 
Wallace. Robin noted one additional idea relative to the possibility of merging elements of the 
Youth-Adult mentoring with those with special needs, namely, there may be adults or particular 
Youth with special training/skills who could act as mentors to special needs individuals.       

• OVERALL YOUTH AGE MINISTRY REPORT—no report; Bill at a Youth Service Day.           

• SPECIAL PRESENTATION—The Grow Team has been meeting since January 2017, and our scope 
since that time has been Spiritual Development of Children and Youth and Intergenerational 
Ministry. On August 15th, the Grow Team was asked to add to its scope the area of Adult Spiritual 
Development and Education. Therefore, we began at today's meeting the first discussion of this 
new scope and what it entails. Nate presented orally and with written talking points a model for the 
structure of a church-wide adult education/discipleship program, including multiple tiers, 
components, and launch needs. This should be considered a preliminary design, with details to be 
worked out. While these highlights will by no means capture all of the details of Nate's presentation, 
Q and A, and the extensive discussion that followed, suffice it to say that Nate's model contains the 
following key elements.  

a) 3 "tiers" for Adult Christian Education and Discipleship opportunities.  
b) Components that include regular (~every 2 weeks) class meeting groups of 8-12 people (not 

the same as Sunday school classes), typically carried out in homes or public places. Groups 
will follow the Wesleyan model for small groups.  

c) Identification of a trained leader for each small group, with regular leader training and 
regular leader and participant feedback.  

d) Semi-regular educational lectures, tutorials, presentations, etc.  
e) What could be termed "a limited influence" on Sunday school classes, specifically in the 

areas of leader training and participant feedback.  
f) Description of a launch plan (leaders, training, recruiting of group members, administration, 

and communication).   
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This topic was by far the longest discussion item of the entire meeting. Without specifics here, 
several initial comments by Grow Team members were addressed at the question of why the Grow 
Team was chosen for this scope of work. That aside, the following conclusions and 
recommendations by the Grow Team are reported.  

1. We clearly accept the fact that the scope of this work should be far beyond simply 
"approving" and "cataloguing" adult education programs as they are developed by others 
from time to time, without the benefit of a larger, church-wide approach.  

2. We see the need for the church-wide approach that Nate has described, and we believe that 
what Nate has portrayed is best planned, developed, and administered across all of the 
Vision teams (Grow, Connect, Engage, and Worship) and, critically, including the 
Leadership Team (StoryKeepers).  

3. We recommend that Nate's plan be presented to the Senior Ministers and refined. 
4. We recommend that the refined version of Nate's plan be presented to a cross sectional team 

from the StoryKeepers team and each of the Vision teams and planned in detail and 
implemented in an incremental fashion over time.  

5. We clearly see that, developed to its fullest extent, additional staff and resource needs will 
exist and that, done well, it will take a long time to develop this program. 

Dennis will sit with Dalton to review Nate's preliminary design and the above Grow Team 
recommendations and conclusions. Following that, Dennis will arrange for a review with the 
StoryKeepers Team and selected Vision Team members.   

• PROJECT IN FINAL PLANNING—we reviewed the broad description of the Living as a 
Covenant Community 1-session project that the UMW has developed for early 2018. As of the 
9/24 meeting, the responses to the questions in the plan template had not yet been developed, but the 
next day, Sandy Kruger provided the completed template; this looks like a fine plan. UMW (Sandy 
or Beth Bond) will lead this project, and the Grow Team will provide support as needed. Sandy will 
be discussing this project at the UMW Executive Committee meeting on 10/1/17. As planning by 
UMW proceeds, Sandy has agreed to allow Dennis and Joya to sit in on planning meetings.      

• POTENTIAL PROJECT—we briefly discussed an offer (information was provided in a handout) 
for a free, single, one-hour session on one of 4 possible self-care topics (for adults). This 
opportunity was brought to us by Robin Harp. If done, it would be conducted by Michel Le Gribble-
Dates, founder and instructor of Ombrella, a broad-based self-care (meditation, yoga, etc.) company 
located in Decatur, who previously assisted Decatur First in the "Story & Stretch" curriculum for 3 
and 4 year olds. The 4 possible topics (pick one) are: 

➢ Feeling Emotionally Grounded (tips for soothing your nervous system/overcoming 
stress) 

➢ Feeling Physically Lighter (tips for getting to your ideal weight & staying there) 
➢ Meditation (tips for starting or deepening a meditation practice) 
➢ Feeling Mentally Clear (tips for living with a sharper mind) 
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Dennis has spoken (9/27) with Michel, and her offer is still open. Dennis will poll several people 
within the congregation to see if there is broad interest in a one-time session of this type. If so, a 
leader will be found for this project and details will be planned.  

• WORK TO DO 
o Identify and resolve open items on Youth-Adult Mentoring project and finalize plan.  
o Other work to do—see above highlights for additional detailed items.    

• NEXT GROW TEAM GENERAL MEETING IS SUNDAY, 11/5/17 FROM 12:30 UNTIL 3:00 
pm—PLEASE MARK YOUR CALENDARS (room 209) 
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